INTRODUCTION
This is the third in a series of papers [1, 2] investigating the construction of finite-difference schemes for ordinary differential equations.
The main purpose of these studies is to try to eliminate numerical instabilities that may occur in the discrete finite-difference models of the continuous differential equations.
Briefly, numerical instabilities are solutions to the finite-difference equation that do not correspond to any of the possible solutions to the differential equation [1, 3, 4] . This means that the given finite-difference equation is inappropriate to model the correct mathematical properties of the solutions to the differential equation [4] . Numerical instabilities can arise under a variety of circumstances. For example, it has been shown that numerical instabilities occur when inappropriate expressions are used for the discrete derivatives [l] and the nonlinear terms [4-61. In particular, they will exist when the order of the discrete derivative is larger than the order of the derivative being modeled and when nonlinear terms are modeled by local discrete functions. However, they always occur when the linear stability properties of the corresponding fixed-points of the differential and difference equations do not agree. Since the numerical integration of differential equations is an important tool that is used extensively to study nonlinear dynamical systems [7, 8] , it is critical to understand the conditions that allow the occurrence of numerical instabilities.
In addition, and of equal importance, is the fundamental necessity to discover procedures to eliminate numerical instabilities. The numerical instabilities that arise in the discrete modeling of differential equations can be considered as a type of "chaotic" behavior that comes from the use of discrete variables to mimic
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Typeset by AM-l&X 77 the continuous variables of the differential equations. As such, a large number of investigations have been devoted to studies of "numerical chaos." Two of the early papers on this subject are Yamaguti and Matano [9] and Yamaguti and Ushiki [lo] .
The purpose of this paper is to extend the work of Mickens and Smith [l] and Mickens [2] to the case of two coupled, first-order, ordinary differential equations
(2) that have only a single (real) fixed-point which can be selected to lie at the origin, i.e., (2,g) = (O,O), where Z and g are simultaneous solutions to the equations
In particular, we explicitly construct finite-difference schemes for equations (1) and (2) that have the correct linear stability properties for all values of the step-size. To achieve this result, we show how to construct an exact finite difference scheme for the linear terms of equations (1) and (2). The importance of this construction is that it leads to the absence of elementary numerical instabilities [4] .
While the coupled differential equation system investigated in this paper is a subset of all possible such equations, many important dynamical systems take this form. Examples include the van der Pol limit-cycle oscillator [11, 12] . 
where (A, B, a, p, y, 6) are positive parameters. Other systems that can be modeled by these types of equations arise in the biological sciences [14, 15] , chemistry [16] , and engineering [7, 8] .
The following is an outline of the paper. The next section provides certain background materials necessary for the understanding to be achieved in the other parts of the paper. In particular, the assumptions made on the coupled differential equations are given along with a theorem which states that every system of ordinary differential equations has an exact finite-difference scheme. Section 3 presents the construction of the exact difference scheme for the linear part of equations (1) and (2). A discussion is also given on the properties of the discrete-derivatives that are found for this case. The main result of the paper is presented in Section 4. Here we show how to construct several classes of finite-difference schemes all of which have the correct linear stability properties for all finite values of the step-size. Several examples are given to illustrate these procedures. In the final section, we give a summary of the main results obtained and indicate why the semi-explicit scheme should be selected. We end with a statement of two outstanding problems that form the basis for our future investigations.
BACKGROUND
We assume that equations (1) and (2) 
and
We further assume that the only (real) solution to
(For dynamical systems that model actual physical phenomena, in general F(z, y) and G(x, Y) are real analytic functions of x and y. For many cases, F(x, y) and G(z, y) are rational functions of x and y .)
The definition of an exuct diflerence scheme for a system of ODE's is given in the papers of Mickens [2, 4] . The following theorem is of interest for the investigations of this paper.
THEOREM. Assume that the system of ODE's where (14)
has the solution X(t) = C(Xo, to, t).
Then equation (13) has the exact difference scheme
where Xk = X(hk).
The proof of this theorem is given in [4] . As discussed in detail in [2, 4] , this theorem implies that if a system of ODE's has a unique solution, then a unique exact diflerence scheme exists. For such schemes the solution of the FA equations is exactly equal to the solution of the ODE's on the computational grid for fixed, but, arbitrary step-size, h = At. Consequently, no NI's can exist. However, the theorem is only an existence theorem. But it can be used in reverse to construct exact difference schemes for ODE's for which the general solutions are known [2, 4] . Since all the elementary NI's arise from the violation of linear stability conditions [2, 4] , we can use the results of this theorem to construct FA schemes such that the linear stability requirements are automatically satisfied for all values of the step-size h = At. This we do in the next section. The reason we can do this is the fact that for systems of linear coupled ODE's, having constant coefficients, the general solution can always be explicitly calculated [17] .
EXACT FA SCHEME FOR THE LINEAR EQUATIONS
The linear parts of equations (7) and (8) are (18) ( 19) within initial conditions and the requirement uo = u(to), wo = w(to),
The general solutions to equations (18)- (20) are given by the following expressions
[ ( 
These solutions follow directly from the use of standard integration techniques for two coupled, first-order linear ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients [17] .
The exact FA scheme corresponding to equations (18) and (19) is obtained by making the following substitutions in equations (21) 
(See equations (15) and (16).) Doing this, the obtained expressions can be rewritten (after some algebraic manipulations are done) to the following forms: 
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The expressions on the left-sides of equations (25) and (26) (31)
In the limit as h-+0, k+ 00, hk = t = fixed,
these discrete derivatives reduce to the standard definitions. However, for finite values of h, they do not agree with the standard definition of the first derivative as given by the usual rules for constructing FA schemes; for example
See Hildebrand [3] and Mickens and Smith [l] . To summarize, the relations given by equations (25)- (28) is an exact FA scheme for the coupled linear ODE's of equations (18) and (19). As such, they satisfy, for any step-size h = At, the conditions '1Lk = u(hk), wk = w(hk)
where u(t) and w(t) are solutions to the ODE's and Uk and wk are solutions to the corresponding FA equations. In the next section, we will use these results to construct FA schemes for equations (1) and (2) such that the FP at (Z, y) = (0,O) of the difference equations have exactly the same linear stability properties as the full system of nonlinear coupled ODE%.
FA SCHEMES FOR THE NONLINEAR ODE'S
Our major goal is to construct FA schemes for equations (7) and (8) that have the correct linear stability properties. This can be easily done using the results obtained in the previous section. At the present level of investigation, we cannot claim a unique answer. This is directly related to the fact that, in general, the exact solution is not known a priori for the ODE's. However, in future work we hope to obtain additional restrictions on the construction of FA schemes such that some of the current ambiguities are eliminated. This work is related to the notion of best difference schemes [4] and will be discussed in the final section of this paper.
The simplest FA scheme for equations (7) and (8) where C$ and 111 are given by equations (29) and (30). This FA scheme evaluates the functions f and g at the same computational grid point. Note that his particular scheme is explicit [3] , that is, xk+l and &+I can be determined directly in terms of xk and yk. A second possibility is the FA scheme Note that equations (36) and (38) are the same equations, while the "2" variable in the g(z, Y) function is replaced by zk+r instead of Xk as was done in equation (37). This is a semi-explicit FA scheme. By this we mean that given values for (x&,Yk), one first calculates Xk+r from equation (38) and then determines Yk+l using equation (39). This means that g(x, y) is evaluated nonlocally on the computational grid, i.e., at both k and k + 1.
To illustrate the application of these procedures first consider the Duffing nonlinear oscillator equation [12, 18] g+x+px3=o, P > 0,
where ,0 is a positive parameter. In first-order system form equation (40) becomes
dy -= -_2 -p$.
dt
For this problem, we have a = 0, b=l, c=-1, d=O.
The use of the explicit FA scheme of equations (36) and (37) gives
where, using the values of equation (43) in equations (27) and (28), we obtain $ = cos(h), 4 = sin(h).
If Yk is eliminated in equation (45) 
These results are to be contrasted with the standard result obtained using a central FA scheme for the second-order derivative in equation (40) zk+2 -2xk+l + Xk h2 + xk+l + /%I$+1 = 0.
(4%
The semi-explicit scheme of equations (38) and (39), in a similar manner, gives 
Note that further manipulation of equation (51) 
In practice, one would like to know which form, equations (44) and (45) or equations (50) and (51), to use for the numerical integration of the Duffing equation. It has been shown by Mickens [6] that the semi-explicit scheme, equations (SO) and (51), is the one to use. This is based on the fact that equation (40) satisfies a conservation law, i.e., the periodic oscillations have a constant amplitude. The FA scheme given by equations (44) and (45) (48).) However, the FA scheme of equations (50) and (51) do satisfy the conservation law. This implies that one should select the semi-explicit scheme of equations (38) and (39) to model the two-coupled ODE's given by equations (7) and (8).
As a second application consider the van der Pol nonlinear oscillator [11, 12] ~+x=r(l-x2)~, e > 0, which in system form is
The corresponding semi-explicit FA scheme is 
Again, Mickens [6] has shown that this is a proper form for the discrete modeling of the van der Pol differential equation. One does not reach this conclusion using the fully discrete scheme of equations (36) and (37).
DISCUSSION
The subject of this paper is an important topic in the area of theoretical numerical analysis of ODE's, namely, how to construct FA models of ODE's that do not have NI's. This issue is also closely related to the general set of problems concerning the identification and study of chaotic behavior in dynamical systems [8, 18] . The work presented in this paper shows that it is possible to construct FA schemes for two coupled, first-order nonlinear ODE's, for which there is only a single (real) FP, such that the difference equations have exactly the same linear stability properties as the ODE's for all finite values of the stepsize. The importance of this result is that standard FA schemes do not have this property. Also, of equal importance is that this implies that elementary NI's do not occur [4] .
A priori, one does not know which of the various classes of FA schemes to use in actual applications. However, by examining previous work of Mickens [5, 6] on FA models of the Duffing and van der Pol equations, we concluded that for the two methods given in this paper, the semiexplicit procedure is the proper one to use. If we seek to construct only explicit FA schemes, then this result strongly suggests that our procedures lead uniquely to the semi-explicit method given by equations (38) and (39). (It should be noted that a semi-explicit scheme is an explicit method for which the variables must be calculated in a definite order. For example, for the semi-explicit FA scheme of equations (38) and (39) one first calculates ~ck+l and then determines ~k+l.)
As in the previous work of Mickens [1,2,4-61, we found that generalized discrete derivatives appeared in our constructed FA schemes; see equations (31) and (32). This feature is ubiquitous in the construction of nonstandard FA models of ODE%. The two FA schemes of this paper are not exact FA schemes. They are what we call best FA schemes. This means that they were constructed in such a way that critical features of their solutions correspond exactly to the related properties of the solutions to the ODE's [4] . For example, the semi-explicit FA scheme was selected over the fully explicit method because it gives a difference equation whose solutions satisfy a conservation law that the solutions of the ODE are known to obey. Similar considerations also apply to the van der Pol equation. Finally, based on the results given in this paper, two areas for future investigations are indicated. First, an understanding must be provided for the fact that the semi-explicit FA scheme is the one that comes out of the current level of analysis as applied to equations (7) and (8). The fully explicit scheme leads to NI's, in the sense that for the special case of the Duffing equation the actual constant amplitude oscillatory behavior for the ODE is changed to one for which the amplitude exponentially increases [5] . Second, consideration must be given to the generalization of our results to the case where the two coupled, first-order ODE's can have more than one (real) FP.
